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ViscoelasticityThe study of spinning axisymmetric cylinders undergoing ﬁnite deformation is a classic problem in sev-
eral industrial settings – the tire industry in particular. We present a stability analysis of spinning elastic
and viscoelastic cylinders using ARPACK to compute eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of ﬁnite element dis-
cretizations of the linearized evolution operator. We show that the eigenmodes correspond to N-peak
standing or traveling waves for the linearized problem with an additional index describing the number
of oscillations in the radial direction. We ﬁnd a second hierarchy of bifurcations to standing waves where
these eigenvalues cross zero, and conﬁrm numerically the existence of ﬁnite-amplitude standing waves
for the nonlinear problem on one of the new branches. In the viscoelastic case, this analysis permits us to
study the validity of two popular models of ﬁnite viscoelasticity. We show that a commonly used ﬁnite
deformation linear convolution model results in non-physical energy growth and ﬁnite-time blow-up
when the system is perturbed in a linearly unstable direction and followed nonlinearly in time. On the
other hand, Sidoroff-style viscoelastic models are seen to be linearly and nonlinearly stable, as is physi-
cally required.
 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The behavior of steady spinning bodies at ﬁnite deformation is
of both theoretical and practical interest. In the special case that
the body is axisymmetric, there has been a fair amount of work
devoted to its formulation, elucidation, and behavior. Notable early
work on the ﬁnite deformation spinning axisymmetric body is due
to Padovan and Paramodilok (1983, 1985), Oden and Lin (1986),
Padovan (1987), Bass (1987) and Kennedy and Padovan (1987).
This literature formulates the equations of motion in the frame
of reference of a non-spinning observer translating alongside the
rotating body, and then to various degrees examines the equilib-
rium solutions of the motion as the spin rate is varied. The issues
of contact with ‘‘roadways’’ and viscoelastic as well as elastic
response are considered. The work of LeTallec and Rahier (1994),
which followed this early work, provides the ﬁrst clear description
of the problem’s kinematics and, by virtue thereof, lays the ground-
work for the proper understanding of the issues associated with
correctly specifying the constitutive response of a spinning body
in a non-spinning frame of reference; see Govindjee and Mihalic
(1998) for a discussion of this point, and the work of Faria et al.(1992), which shows that the issue was somewhat understood
prior to these latter two works.
A special feature of the response of a steady spinning elastic cyl-
inder is the existence of non-axisymmetric stationary solutions
(standing waves) that appear as bifurcations from an axisymmetric
branch in the conﬁguration space of the body (Oden and Lin, 1986;
Chatterjee et al., 1999). The determination of these bifurcation
speeds can be performed by searching for the spin rates at which
the tangent operator of the equations of motion becomes singular.
Similar non-axisymmetric steady spinning solutions have also
been reported upon in the case of ﬁnite deformation viscoelasticity
(Padovan and Paramodilok, 1983, 1985; Kennedy and Padovan,
1987; Chatterjee et al., 1999). However, in the viscoelastic case,
external forcing through contact with a roadway or counter-rotat-
ing cylinder is required for these states to remain steady in time
(Chatterjee et al., 1999).
In the present work, we study the linearized dynamics about
the axisymmetric state of a freely spinning elastic or viscoelastic
cylinder (not in contact with a roadway) and interpret all the
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions as giving information on the
dynamic behavior of the system on perturbation. We study the
effect of rotating the eigenfunctions about the origin and classify
them according to their rotational symmetry group and the num-
ber of radial oscillations in a tensor product representation. We
are not aware that this structure of the eigenfunctions has previ-
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be interpreted as a traveling wave that progresses around the cyl-
inder in the lab frame with an angular velocity that depends on the
imaginary part of the eigenvalue. In the elastic case, the real part of
resolved eigenvalues (computed using ARPACK on a ﬁnite element
discretization of the linearized evolution operator) is always found
to be zero and the amplitude of the traveling wave remains con-
stant in time. In the viscoelastic case, the wave decays (or grows)
at a rate determined by the real part of the eigenvalue. In the spe-
cial case of a zero eigenvalue, the traveling wave is actually sta-
tionary in time, indicating a potential bifurcation to a branch of
ﬁnite-amplitude standing wave solutions. This is consistent with
previous studies that predict such bifurcations when the tangent
operator becomes singular.
The traveling wave description of the eigenmodes of the linear-
ized problem provides a physical interpretation for the critical
rotation speed xc beyond which bifurcations to standing wave
solutions are possible. In the same way that a traveling water wave
in a canal appears stationary to an observer riding alongside it on
horseback (Russel, 1845), a traveling wave in a rotating elastic cyl-
inder appears as a stationary solution in the lab frame if it travels
backward through the medium at the speed of rotation. Below the
critical speed, all modes of the linearized operator travel through
the physical medium faster than the rotation rate, so a stationary
solution is not possible. However, for special values of x greater
than xc , namely the values of x where an eigenvalue of the tan-
gent operator is zero, there is one wave traveling backward
through the medium at the same rate that the medium travels for-
ward. The fact that the bifurcation speedsx accumulate atxc sug-
gests that the traveling speed of a mode through the medium
approaches a limiting value as the azimuthal wave number of
the mode approaches inﬁnity. In their monograph, Rabier and
Oden (1989) offer a similar explanation in the incompressible case,
crediting Faria with the insight, but using a half-plane analysis to
predict wave speeds around the cylinder rather than interpreting
eigenmodes as traveling waves.
In our framework, the traveling speeds of the eigenmodes are
measured in the lab frame; thus, many highly complex spatial
modes are found to travel slowly when x > xc , since their speed
through the medium is comparable to the speed of the medium
in the opposite direction. This leads to an unusual and difﬁcult
eigenvalue problem in which the ordering of the eigenvalues along
the imaginary axis has little correspondence with the spatial com-
plexity of the modes. In light of these difﬁculties, it is remarkable
that Rabier and Oden were able to prove existence of ﬁnite-ampli-
tude standing wave branches in the incompressible case, with
bifurcation points converging to xc from the right, using Lyapu-
nov–Schmidt theory and Fredholm index theory.
Treating non-zero eigenvalues of the tangent operator on equal
footing with the zero eigenvalues leads to many new questions. In
particular, it is likely that families of ﬁnite-amplitude traveling
solutions for the nonlinear problem bifurcate from non-zero
(imaginary) eigenvalues. Computing such solutions would entail
formulating the problem in a reference frame that rotates at the
speed of the traveling wave in the lab frame, which is different
than the rotation rate of the cylinder. Cyclic dynamics of the non-
linear problem may also result when bifurcations from superposi-
tions of two linearized traveling waves exist. As a ﬁrst step to
exploring these possibilities, we show that one of the stationary
modes that lies outside of the Oden and Lin hierarchy (due to a
more complicated radial dependence) leads to a bifurcation branch
of ﬁnite-amplitude solutions.
In the viscoelastic case, the eigenvalues have a non-zero real
part, so rather than indicating bifurcations to pure stationary or
traveling solutions, the eigenmodes also decay (or grow) in time
at a rate determined by the magnitude (and sign) of the real part.The imaginary parts of these eigenvalues behave much the same as
in the elastic case, with a critical frequencyxc beyond which many
modes emerge with complex spatial structure that travel slowly or
remain stationary in the lab frame; however, due to the non-zero
real part of the eigenvalue, these modes decay (or grow) as they
travel. Exponential growth of well-resolved eigenmodes indicates
that the system is linearly unstable. When this occurs, we explore
nonlinear stability by seeding the stationary solution with a per-
turbation in the unstable direction and evolving the system
through time according to the full nonlinear evolution equations.
Finite-time blow-up indicates a deﬁciency in the underlying (vis-
coelastic) material model.
An important issue when considering the mechanical response
of continuum bodies is that the constitutive relations that are
selected must satisfy the Clausius–Duhem inequality expressing
the second law of thermodynamics; see e.g. Coleman and Noll
(1963) or Truesdell and Noll (1965, Section 79). In the ﬁnite defor-
mation viscoelastic setting there are two approaches to setting up
such constitutive relations. One, due to Coleman (1964a,b), is to
construct a free energy functional of the history of the material
whose derivative with respect to the current deformation gradient
yields a history functional giving the stress response. This frame-
work seems natural for convolution type viscoelastic models, such
as the well-known BKZ model (Bernstein et al., 1963) and the Simo
model (Simo, 1987). Notwithstanding the popular status of these
two models, and the formal appearance of convolution expressions
in their speciﬁcation, the requisite free-energy functional that gen-
erates them has never been reported. In other words, while these
models have the appearance of being strictly dissipative, it is actu-
ally not known if they satisfy the Clausius–Duhem inequality
except in the inﬁnitesimal strain limit, where they do. An alternate
viscoelastic framework is provided by the work of Sidoroff (1974),
who proposes a multiplicative split of the deformation gradient,
similar to ﬁnite deformation plasticity models, and then directly
constructs evolution laws for the viscoelastic variables that satisfy
the Clausius–Duhem inequality. Well known examples of models
of this type are due to LeTallec and Rahier (1994) and Reese and
Govindjee (1998b).
The spinning body problem provides an ideal setting for a deep
comparison of these two distinctly different modeling frameworks.
In particular we are able to demonstrate that models of the Simo-
class become unstable (both linearly and nonlinearly) at high rota-
tion rates, leading to non-physical results. By contrast, models of
the Sidoroff-class behave well in similar situations. This point is
particularly relevant for analysis schemes that rely upon a steady
spinning state of a system followed by transient computation –
e.g. in the modeling of a tire traveling at high speed that encoun-
ters a bump in the road.
An outline of the remainder of the paper is as follows: In Sec-
tion 2 we review the strong and weak formulations of the elastic
spinning body problem in both the steady and unsteady cases
and discuss its Hamiltonian structure. In Section 3 we revisit the
well-studied elastic bifurcation case to show that our formulation
is consistent with previous work. We then go further to elucidate
the structure of linearized solutions and identify a second hierar-
chy of bifurcations that have not been reported in numerical stud-
ies to our knowledge, but were mathematically foreshadowed in
the monograph of Rabier and Oden (1989). We also compute a
ﬁnite-amplitude standing wave on one of the new bifurcation
branches. With this background, in Section 4 we present two visco-
elastic models in a form suitable for the study of spinning bodies.
This is followed in Section 5 by a stability analysis of the behavior
of spinning viscoelastic cylinders and the strong inﬂuence of the
choice of viscoelastic modeling framework. In Section 6 we con-
sider a full nonlinear stability analysis and show that convolu-
tion-type viscoelastic models can lead to non-physical
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either a purely elastic response or a Sidoroff-style viscoelastic
model. The paper concludes with some brief comments and
recommendations.
2. Elastic model
2.1. Domain and boundary conditions
The reference conﬁguration B under consideration is an annulus
centered at the origin with inner radius r1 and outer radius r2.
Denoting material points X ¼ ðX1;X2Þ, we can write
B ¼ ðX1;X2Þ j r1 6 kXk2 6 r2
 
: ð2:1Þ
We have inner boundary Ch ¼ fXj kXk2 ¼ r1g called the hub and
outer boundary Ce ¼ fXj kXk2 ¼ r2g called the edge; see Fig. 1.
The hub is spun counter-clockwise about the origin at a con-
stant angular velocity x. If / is the motion of the body, then we
have the boundary condition
/ðX; tÞ ¼ RðtÞX on Ch; ð2:2Þ
where RðtÞ is the rotation matrix given by
RðtÞ ¼ cosðxtÞ  sinðxtÞ
sinðxtÞ cosðxtÞ
 
: ð2:3Þ
On the edge, Ce, we prescribe traction-free boundary conditions.
2.2. Elastic constitutive equations
The motion is given by /ðX; tÞ with deformation gradient
F ¼ D/ ¼ @/=@X. We assume a plane strain elastic response
described by a compressible Mooney–Rivlin model, with stored
energy function WeðI1; I2; I3Þ. We is given in terms of the invariants
of the three dimensional right Cauchy–Green tensor
C3 ¼
C 0
0 1
 
; ð2:4Þ
where C ¼ FTF. We choose the stored energy function
We ¼ j4 I3  log I3  1ð Þ þ
l
2
ð1 sÞ I1  log I3  3ð Þ
þ l
2
s I2  2 log I3  3ð Þ: ð2:5Þ
Here, j > 0 is the bulk modulus, l > 0 is the shear modulus, and
s 2 ½0;1 can be chosen to balance the two shear terms. This storedr1r2
hub
edge
Fig. 1. The reference domain B.energy function is noted to be polyconvex (Ciarlet, 1988,
Section 4.9) and to satisfy the conditions for Ball’s theory (Ball,
1977) of existence of solutions in ﬁnite deformation elasticity. From
this expression, we can compute the ﬁrst Piola–Kirchhoff stress ten-
sor Pe:
Pe ¼ @We
@F
¼ j
2
ðI3  1ÞFT þlð1 sÞðF FTÞ þlsðI1F FC 2FTÞ:
ð2:6Þ2.3. Equations of motion
Given Pe, the elastic equations of motion are formulated as
qR€/ ¼ DIV Pe on B ð2:7Þ
with boundary conditions
/ðX; tÞ ¼ RðtÞX on Ch;
PeN ¼ 0 on Ce:
ð2:8Þ
qR is the density of the undeformed material, which is assumed to
be constant.
We reduce this second order equation in time to a system of
ﬁrst order equations in time by introducing the velocity of the
motion, mðX; tÞ, as an independent ﬁeld variable. The equations of
motion then become
_/ ¼ m on B;
_m ¼ 1
qR
DIV Pe on B
ð2:9Þ
with boundary conditions
/ðX; tÞ ¼ RðtÞX on Ch;
PeN ¼ 0 on Ce:
ð2:10Þ
If ð/; mÞ is a classical (as opposed to weak) solution, then m will also
satisfy mðX; tÞ ¼ _RðtÞX on Ch.
2.4. Steady spinning equations
We seek steady spinning states of the elastic body. Such a solu-
tion should satisfy
/ðX; tÞ ¼ /ðRðtÞX;0Þ;
mðX; tÞ ¼ mðRðtÞX;0Þ ð2:11Þ
for all t. Following LeTallec and Rahier (1994), Oden and Lin (1986)
and Govindjee and Mihalic (1998) among others, we introduce a
new spatial variable eX deﬁned byeX ¼ RðtÞX: ð2:12Þ
We then deﬁnee/ðeX ; tÞ ¼ /ðX; tÞ;emðeX ; tÞ ¼ mðX; tÞ: ð2:13Þ
Physically, we have decomposed the motion / into a pure rotation
RðtÞ followed by the deformation e/ that would be observed in the
non-spinning ‘‘lab frame’’. Note that e/ assigns to a point the loca-
tion of the material particle that would be there if the body were
rotating rigidly with constant angular velocity. With this change
of variables, the steady spinning conditions becomee/ðeX ; tÞ ¼ e/ðeX ;0Þ;emðeX ; tÞ ¼ emðeX ;0Þ ð2:14Þ
for all t. Thus the steady problem has been transformed into a prob-
lem that can be solved by setting _e/ and _em equal to zero.
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_e/ ¼ em  eFXeX ;
_em ¼ 1
qR
gDIV fPe  eDemXeX ; ð2:15Þ
where eF ¼def eDe/, eC ¼def eFTeF, etc., and X is the constant matrix
X ¼ _RRT ¼ x 0 1
1 0
 
: ð2:16Þ
eD and gDIV refer to derivatives with respect to eX . For ease of nota-
tion, we now drop the superposed tildes and refer to the trans-
formed variables in what follows unless explicitly noted.
For later use, we also note the weak formulation of the equa-
tions of motion:Z
B
_/  f ¼
Z
B
ðm  FXXÞ  f;Z
B
_m  g ¼
Z
B
 1
qR
Pe : Dgþ ðDgÞXX  m:
ð2:17Þ
Here,
/ id 2 L2ð½0; T;H10ðBÞ2Þ; f 2 L2ðBÞ2;
_/; m 2 L2ð½0; T; L2ðBÞ2Þ; g 2 H10ðBÞ2;
_m 2 L2ð½0; T;H1ðBÞ2Þ; RB _m  g means apply _m to g:
Also, the solution is deﬁned for 0 < t < T; spatial and temporal
derivatives are interpreted weakly (Evans, 1998); id is the identity
map on B; L2 refers to square-integrable functions; and H1ðBÞ is
the dual space of H10ðBÞ, which is the Sobolev space of L2 functions
on B with a weak derivative in L2ðBÞ and zero trace on the hub, Ch.
We denote Gð/; mÞ as the operator such that ð _/; _mÞ ¼ Gð/; mÞ, where
_/; _m satisfy (2.17). We remark that these spaces were chosen to
be consistent with the theory of linear hyperbolic equations
(Evans, 1998, Section 7.2). Less is known in the nonlinear elastody-
namic case and additional spatial regularity is currently required to
establish well-posedness; see Hughes et al. (1977) and the discus-
sion in Marsden and Hughes (1983, Section 6.5).
As mentioned above, the steady spinning problem can now be
written as
0 ¼ m  FXX;
0 ¼ 1
qR
DIV Pe  DmXX
ð2:18Þ
with boundary conditions
/ðX; tÞ ¼ X on Ch;
PeN ¼ 0 on Ce:
ð2:19Þ
For classical solutions, we also have mðX; tÞ ¼ XX on Ch. In weak
form the steady spinning problem can be written as
Gð/; mÞ ¼ ð0;0Þ: ð2:20Þ
When convenient, we will denote the pair ð/; mÞ by z. We may then
write the steady state equations simply as GðzÞ ¼ 0.
2.5. Hamiltonian structure
By virtue of our assumption of a stored energy function, the
evolution of the untransformed variables is Hamiltonian, with
Hamiltonian functionZ
B
We þ 12qRm  m: ð2:21Þ
This is a non-autonomous system due to the time-dependent
boundary conditions expressing rotation of the hub. However, theevolution of the transformed variables (2.17) is an autonomous
Hamiltonian system described by the following Hamiltonian:
H ¼
Z
B
We þ 12qRm  m  qRðFXXÞ  m: ð2:22Þ
Below we will discretize the equations and obtain a ﬁnite dimen-
sional Hamiltonian system to which we can apply stability theory.
In particular, let H^ be the discretized Hamiltonian and let G^ be
the discretization of G, which describes the motion generated by
H^ : qRG^ ¼ ð@H^=@m;@H^=@/Þ. It will be useful to note that the Hes-
sian of H^ is related to the Jacobian of G^ by qRDG^ ¼ JD2H^, where
J ¼ 0 II 0
 
is skew-symmetric. Later we will use the following
theorem about the stability of Hamiltonian systems: If z0 is a critical
point of H^ and the matrix D2H^ is positive deﬁnite at z0, then z0 is
Lyapunov stable, since energy level sets near H^ðz0Þ remain close
to z0. In turn, Lyapunov stability implies that the eigenvalues of
DG^ are purely imaginary, since otherwise z0 would be linearly
unstable either forward or backward in time. Indeed, if G^ðz0Þ ¼ 0
and DG^½z0z1 ¼ kz1, where k ¼ cþ ib with c; b real, then
z ¼ z0 þ Refeektz1g ¼ z0 þ eect Refz1g cosbt  Imfz1g sin btð Þ
ð2:23Þ
satisﬁes _z ¼ G^ðzÞ þ Oðe2Þ; note that i ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
p
is the imaginary unit.
Clearly, k ¼ c ib is also an eigenvalue. If z0 has the additional sym-
metry that time-reversal is equivalent to spatial reﬂection about the
y-axis (or any other axis passing through the origin), then k and
k will also be eigenvalues, though not necessarily distinct from k
and k. In this case, linear stability or instability forward in time
implies the same backward in time, and vice versa. Every stationary
solution we know of possesses this additional symmetry.
3. Perturbations of the elastic model
Oden and Lin (1986) numerically solved the steady state prob-
lem (2.20) in an equivalent form. Below a certain critical speed xc ,
they only observed an axisymmetric solution. However, for some
xP xc , they found bifurcations to non-axisymmetric solutions
by noticing that the Jacobian matrix DG of G about an axisymmetric
solution z becomes singular. We repeat this analysis but, in addi-
tion to the 0 eigenvalues studied by Oden and Lin, we also track
a set of small-magnitude eigenvalues of DG. As discussed above,
this gives information about the behavior of the system under
dynamic perturbation. In the remainder of this section, we ﬁrst
describe the numerical methods we employ and then describe
the results of our experiments.
3.1. Numerical methods
We employ quartic quadrilateral C0 isogeometric elements to
discretize the weak equations, which in turn allows us to compute
G^, the discretization of G (see Fig. 2). Although theweak formulation
for the continuous problem calls for /ðtÞ  id 2 H10ðBÞ2 and
mðtÞ 2 L2ðBÞ2 to live in different spaces, we use the same ﬁnite ele-
ment basis functions to represent / and m, which is necessary in a
method of lines discretization. In addition to /ðX; tÞ ¼ X on Ch, we
impose the redundant boundary condition mðX; tÞ ¼ XX on Ch and
use test functions f; g that are zero on Ch. This yields square, sym-
metric mass matrices when solving for _/; _m in (2.17). We do not
encounter any numerical difﬁculties imposing redundant boundary
conditions on m, and in fact this is common practice to improve con-
ditionnumbers inﬁrst-order least-squares ﬁnite elements (Cai et al.,
1997a,b). The advective terms FXX and DmXX do not cause numer-
ical difﬁculty either, so we did not ﬁnd it necessary to experiment
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Fig. 2. The reference element is mapped to the r–h plane, where it is then mapped by the polar coordinate transformation exactly onto the annular reference conﬁguration B.
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Fig. 3. Plots of the smallest eigenvalues of DG^½zx. Here xc is near 210 rad/s and a
mesh with 8 radial elements and 64 angular elements has been used. The marked
crossing points indicate where eigenvalues initially outside the axis range enter the
set of the smallest eigenvalues – resulting in an only apparently non-smooth
structure.
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cretizing the r–h plane, our ﬁnite element discretization of FX
exactly respects the (streamline) trajectories.
By linearizing the weak equations about a given z ¼ ð/; mÞ, we
can also compute the Jacobian matrix DG^. When we wish to
emphasize the function about which G^ is linearized, we will write
DG^½z. We note that DG^ can be written as the productM1A, where
M is the mass matrix corresponding to the ﬁnite element basis.
Both M and A are sparse due to the ﬁnite element formulation.
We solve the steady-state Eq. (2.20) using Newton’s method. We
must perform matrix solves on DG^, hence A, for which we employ
the direct sparse solver SuperLU (Li and Demmel, 2003).
To compute eigenvalues of DG^, we employ the Arnoldi method
implemented in the ARPACK software package (Lehoucq et al.,
1998). This method works best ﬁnding large magnitude eigen-
values, so in order to ﬁnd small-magnitude eigenvalues we apply
it to ðDG^Þ1. Exactly as with Newton’s method, we perform matrix
solves on DG^ using SuperLU.
3.2. Results: classic modes
We ﬁrst state our choice of units and choice of constants. Our
units are Newtons (N), megagrams (Mg), and seconds (s). This
choice implies our unit for length is millimeters (mm). Our body
has inner radius r1 ¼ 240 mm and outer radius r2 ¼ 400 mm. The
density of the body is q ¼ 109 Mg/mm3. The bulk modulus j
and shear modulus l are 689 N/mm2 and 6.89 N/mm2, respec-
tively, and we set s ¼ 0:5 in the stored energy function (2.5).
We brieﬂy recall the results of Oden and Lin in some detail. For
any rotation speed x, they found an axisymmetric solution zx. For
small x they observed that DG^½zx is non-singular, but at a speed
xc they found that DG^½zx became highly singular, i.e. DG^½zx had
a large dimensional nullspace. For x > xc , they observed discrete
speedsxi; 3 6 i <1, where DG^½zxi  also became singular. Perturb-
ing away from the axisymmetric solution in the direction of a null
vector of DG^½zxi  led to an i-peak standing wave solution to the
steady spinning problem. They noted that the xi decrease mono-
tonically and limit toxc from above. Thus Oden and Lin discovered
a hierarchy of i-peak standing wave solutions.
Using ARPACK, in addition to nullspaces, we compute the small-
est eigenvalues of the matrix DG^½zx for a range of values of x and
plot them in Fig. 3. This gives information on dynamic stability in
addition to identifying potential bifurcations to standing-wave
solutions. When x < xc , the eigenvalues are all purely imaginary.
This is explained by the Hamiltonian structure of the problem.
When x ¼ 0, the axisymmetric solution is the identity conﬁgura-
tion and we can directly compute that D2H^ is positive deﬁnite.
As we increase x to xc , we numerically observe that D2H^ remainspositive deﬁnite. Thus, the Hamiltonian serves as a Lyapunov func-
tion to ensure nonlinear (and hence linear) stability, which our
eigenvalue computations conﬁrm. For x > xc , the Hessian may
lose positive deﬁniteness, and we can no longer use the Hamilto-
nian as a Lyapunov function. However, as explained below, all
3594 S. Govindjee et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 51 (2014) 3589–3603resolved eigenvalues continue to be purely imaginary in our
numerical studies, so that the system remains linearly stable for
all values of x > xc that we computed. This is consistent with
the ﬁndings of Rabier and Oden (1989) in the incompressible case,
who concluded that bifurcation to non-trivial steady-state solu-
tions could not be attributed to loss of stability of the trivial branch
since the trivial branch remains stable up to x ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
, which
exceeds xc ¼ 0:9553 (in dimensionless units).
In the top plot of Fig. 3, we see that the smallest eigenvalues are
bounded away from 0 initially and then rapidly move toward 0
through a sequence of crossing events described below. Where
they collide with 0 indicates that DG^½zx has lost rank and identiﬁes
xc . The lower plot of Fig. 3 is a zoomed-in portion of the upper plot.
There we can see a series of Xs that accumulate atxc  210 rad=s
when approached from the right. These Xs cross zero at the bifur-
cation speeds xi where DG^½zx is singular, indicating a candidate
location for a branch of i-peak standing wave solutions to meet
the trivial (i.e. axisymmetric) branch.
A consequence of plotting only the 5 smallest eigenvalues is
that slowly-varying eigenvalues disappear from the plot when rap-
idly varying eigenvalues cross them. Some of these crossing points
are labeled in the top plot of Fig. 3. The curves coming in from the
left actually persist along their slowly varying trajectories (without
sharply changing slope), but they cease to be among the ‘‘smallest
ﬁve’’ after the crossing event. At low rotation speeds, smaller
eigenvalues correspond to simpler eigenfunctions. However, as x
increases, large eigenvalues with highly complex eigenfunctions
decrease rapidly and cross the real axis shortly after xc. The eigen-
values with simpler eigenfunctions cross the real axis later. Physi-
cally, crossing xc leads to many spatially complex waves (for the
linearized problem) that oscillate slowly in time. Mixed in with
these are spatially simple modes that can be resolved accurately
by the ﬁnite element mesh.
The sporadic eigenvalues in Fig. 3 not lying on an X were never
found to correspond to resolved eigenfunctions and do not persist
when the mesh is reﬁned. Occasionally these (sporadic) eigen-
values will have a non-zero real component, but we did not
observe any of these in which the corresponding eigenfunction
was well-resolved. In the incompressible case, Rabier and Oden
(1989) proved that the eigenvalues are purely imaginary for rota-
tion speeds well beyond xc . We conjecture that the same is true
here, i.e. the non-zero real components we obtain in some of the
eigenvalues are due to the discretization of the equations. If we
plot only the eigenvalues that correspond to the xi, i ¼ 2; . . . ;12,
we obtain Fig. 4. We will denote these eigenvalues as kiðxÞ with
complex conjugate kiðxÞ. Note that kiðxiÞ ¼ 0. For each ki and ki
there is a complex conjugate pair of eigenfunctions that combine250 300 350 400
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Fig. 4. Plot of the ki and ki . The leftmost X correspondto give the oscillatory modes Refz1g and Imfz1g in (2.23). We will
denote the eigenfunction associated with ki by eiðxÞ. The real /
components of two of the ei are plotted in Fig. 5.
3.3. Results: radial hierarchy
In addition to the standing wave eigenfunctions with i peaks we
discovered other eigenfunctions which correspond to other bifur-
cation speeds. We plot these eigenfunctions in Fig. 6 and note that
these eigenfunctions have more complexity in the radial direction
than the eigenfunctions discussed by Oden and Lin. To investigate
this, we note that the rotational symmetry of our problem implies
that eigenfunctions must have a certain form. DG commutes with a
family of rotation operators RðaÞ deﬁned by
RðaÞ
/
m
 !
ðXÞ ¼ RðaÞ
/ðRTðaÞXÞ
RðaÞmðRTðaÞXÞ
 !
; ð3:1Þ
where RðaÞ is the rotation matrix of (2.3) withxt replaced by a and
a bar denotes a vector in the tangent space. Hence, any eigenfunc-
tion z ¼ ð/; mÞ of DG associated to a distinct eigenvalue must also
be an eigenfunction of RðaÞ for all a. This implies, as shown below,
that z ¼ ð/; mÞ, written as a function of polar coordinates, is of the
form
/ðr; hÞ ¼ a1ðrÞeiðkþ1Þh
1
i
 
þ a2ðrÞeiðk1Þh
1
i
 
;
mðr; hÞ ¼ a3ðrÞeiðkþ1Þh
1
i
 
þ a4ðrÞeiðk1Þh
1
i
  ð3:2Þ
and RðaÞz ¼ eikaz. Here, k is a ﬁxed integer and the aiðrÞ are func-
tions that depend only on the radial coordinate r. Writing
k ¼ cþ ib as in (2.23), perturbation of the initial condition by
Refezg evolves as fðtÞ ¼ Refeecteibtzg under the linearized dynamics.
If k ¼ 0, this linearized solution remains axisymmetric for all time
(since RðaÞf ¼ f for all a), but pulsates (if b– 0) and grows or
decays (if c– 0). Otherwise,
fðtÞ ¼ ectR 2pnþ bt
k
 
Refezg; ðn 2 ZÞ; ð3:3Þ
i.e. this mode is invariant when rotated by 2pn=jkj and travels
around the cylinder with angular velocity b=k and decay rate c. As
discussed above, c has always been found to be zero in the elastic
case for resolved eigenfunctions in our numerical studies. Note that
bifurcation to a standing wave with N peaks corresponds to an
eigenvalue k ¼ 0 (so the wave does not travel or decay) with eigen-
function of the form (3.2) with k ¼ N or k ¼ N.450 500 550 600
ad/s)
respo nding to the ω i
s to k12 while the rightmost X corresponds to k2.
Eigenvector corresponding to ω12 Eigenvector corresponding to ω5
Fig. 5. Plot of the real / component of e12 and e5. The plots are colored according to the norm of the real / component, with red being large and blue small. (For interpretation
of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 6. Plot of the real / component of eigenfunctions outside of the N-peak hierarchy discovered by Oden and Lin. The plots are colored according to the displacement from
the reference conﬁguration, with red being high displacement and blue being little displacement. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)
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explored concerns existence of families of ﬁnite-amplitude travel-
ing waves, or of more exotic traveling-breathing solutions of the
nonlinear equations. Pure traveling waves are only a minor gener-
alization of standing waves as they only require a reformulation of
the equations in a reference frame that rotates at the speed of the
traveling wave rather than remaining ﬁxed in the lab or rotating at
the same speed as the body. However, proving existence or com-
puting cyclic breathing solutions that bifurcate from a superposi-
tion of linearized traveling waves would likely be difﬁcult,
perhaps comparable to studying time-periodic water waves
(Iooss et al., 2005; Wilkening, 2011; Wilkening and Yu, 2012;
Rycroft and Wilkening, 2013). Standing waves in a rotating cylin-
der are observed in laboratory experiments (e.g. Chatterjee et al.,
1999) because contact is required to overcome energy dissipation
(c < 0) due to viscoelasticity, and the contact region remains sta-
tionary in the lab frame, precluding waves that travel.
To see that the form in (3.2) must hold, we ﬁrst consider the
eigenfunction equation for / with undetermined eigenvalue kðaÞ:
RðaÞ/ðRTðaÞXÞ ¼ kðaÞ/ðXÞ:
In polar coordinates this becomes
RðaÞ/ðr; h aÞ ¼ kðaÞ/ðr; hÞ: ð3:4Þ
Decomposing / into the Fourier series /ðr; hÞ ¼P11cnðrÞeinh and
matching terms yieldsRðaÞcnðrÞ ¼ kðaÞeinacnðrÞ for all n:
As the only eigenvalues of RðaÞ are eia, either cnðrÞ ¼ 0 or
cnðrÞ ¼ cnðrÞ
1
i
 
; kðaÞeina ¼ eia ð3:5Þ
or
cnðrÞ ¼ cnðrÞ
1
i
 
; kðaÞeina ¼ eia: ð3:6Þ
Since / is not identically zero, (3.5) or (3.6) holds for at least one n.
Since kðaÞ is independent of n, there is a k for which kðaÞ ¼ eika, and
all cn must be zero except for n ¼ k 1, with cn of the form (3.5),
and n ¼ kþ 1, with cn of the form (3.6). The same argument
applies to m.
Given a numerically computed eigenfunction with N peaks, we
can compute its Fourier series in the h direction. As expected due to
(3.2), we observe exactly two Fourier modes: N  1 or N  1. We
repeat this computation for each value of r (65 values in our
numerical simulations) to determine the functions aiðrÞ in (3.2).
By plotting the ai we can compare the radial complexity of differ-
ent eigenfunctions. As in the upper left plot in Fig. 7, we observe
the aiðrÞ corresponding to the ei have one local extremum. The
aiðrÞ corresponding to other eigenfunctions have more radial com-
plexity with 2; 3; 4 or more local extrema.
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Fig. 7. Plots of the real part of a1 for various eigenfunctions. The top left plot corresponds to the ei . The top right plot corresponds to N-peak bifurcations with extra radial
complexity. The bottom plots correspond to eigenfunctions with even greater radial complexity.
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of eigenfunctions with ai having two local extrema. We denote
these eigenfunctions by ei;2 with corresponding eigenvalues and
bifurcation speeds denoted ki;2 and xi;2, respectively. Fig. 8 shows
the corresponding paths of their eigenvalues. As in Figs. 6 and 7,
we also found eigenvalues with more radial complexity than the
ei;2, which suggests that standing wave solutions may be described
by a two-dimensional hierarchy ei;j, where i is the number of peaks
in the circumferential direction and j is the number of oscillations
in the radial direction. We do not have enough numerical data to
determine whether the xi;j converge to xc as i!1 for ﬁxed j,
or if perhaps there is a distinct critical speed for each j. However,
the physical interpretation ofxc as the limiting wave speed of high
azimuthal wave-number modes propagating backward through
the medium as it spins suggests that the critical speed xc is inde-
pendent of j. We do not know if there could be multiple limiting
wave speeds corresponding to shear waves and compression
waves.
In their monograph, Rabier and Oden (1989) discovered analyt-
ically a two-dimensional hierarchy of eigenvalues fi;j of an operator
related to DG. However, their analysis was not able to show that
the fi;j correspond to eigenvalues of DG for j > 1, and it applies only
to incompressible hyperelastic materials. Incompressibility
enables the use of potential functions to describe the solutions
on other branches, but prevents solutions on the trivial branch of
stationary solutions from expanding radially. One of their results
is that the linearization of the operator they use to study bifurca-
tion to nontrivial stationary solutions fails to be Fredholm at pre-
cisely one value of the dimensionless rotation speed in the range
0 < x < 1, namely at xc ¼ 0:9553. This gives further support, atFig. 8. Plot of the ki;2 and ki;2. The leftmost X correspondleast in the incompressible case when only shear waves are pres-
ent, for the conjecture that each sequence xi;j converges to the
same xc as i!1 rather than having a distinct critical speed for
each j.
We conclude this section with numerical evidence that the
eigenfunctions ei;j with j  2 yield bifurcations to actual branches
of nonlinear ﬁnite-amplitude standing wave solutions. For this
purpose, we arbitrarily select the i ¼ 6 peak eigenfunction in the
second level of the hierarchy (left plot of Fig. 6) and search for a
stationary solution of the nonlinear problem using a perturbation
in the e6;2 direction as a starting guess. The ﬁnite element mesh
has 33 grid points in the radial direction and 256 grid points in
the azimuthal direction. The amplitude is constrained by requiring
that the dot product in R33256 with Refe6;2g is equal to 1.0
(selected arbitrarily). Newton’s method was used to rapidly con-
verge to the solution of the nonlinear equations using SuperLU
for the sparse matrix factorizations of the linearized operators that
arise. The results, plotted in Fig. 9, show that the ﬁnite-amplitude
standing wave has a similar internal structure to the perturbation
direction e6;2 of Fig. 6, as expected.
4. Viscoelastic effects
In Section 3, we presented a linear stability analysis of a spin-
ning elastic cylinder along with a discussion of an additional hier-
archy of bifurcation modes not reported on to date. In this section,
we consider the inﬂuence of viscoelasticity on the stability of a
spinning cylinder and, in particular, we discuss the inﬂuence of
the choice of the (ﬁnite deformation) viscoelastic model. More spe-
ciﬁcally, viscoelasticity causes the eigenvalues to acquire a reals to k12;2 while the rightmost X corresponds to k4;2.
Fig. 9. Finite-amplitude standing-wave solution of the nonlinear elastic equations
with 6 peaks that lies outside of the Oden–Lin hierarchy of bifurcations (due to
j ¼ 2). The contour plot shows the magnitude of the deviation in displacement from
the axisymmetric solution where the bifurcation occurred. The displacements were
ampliﬁed by a factor of 500 when plotting the mesh to better visualize the state of
deformation.
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stationary solution is perturbed in the direction of an eigenfunc-
tion. However, in the ﬁnite deformation linear viscoelastic model
proposed by Simo (1987), c can be positive, indicating an unstable
mode. Evolving this mode beyond the linearized regime leads to
non-physical blow-up, indicating that the mechanism in the model
for dissipating energy can actually add energy to the system. By
contrast, a nonlinear Sidoroff-style (Sidoroff, 1974) model detailed
by Govindjee and Reese (1997) and Reese and Govindjee (1998a,b)
always yields stable linear perturbations (c < 0), and we do not
observe instabilities when evolving the full (as opposed to linear-
ized) equations either.
In both the linear and nonlinear models, additional variables are
introduced that govern a viscoelastic component of the ﬁrst Piola–
Kirchhoff stress tensor, which we denote Pv . The equations of
motion are then driven by the total Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor
Ptotal ¼ Pe þ Pv . We brieﬂy describe the two models below. For
the purpose of describing the models in a general context, we will
revert to using /; m, F, etc. as the untransformed variables and e/,em ; eF, etc. as the transformed variables.
4.1. Finite deformation linear viscoelastic model
We refer to the model of Simo (1987) as a (ﬁnite deformation)
linear model because the evolution of the viscoelastic variables can
be described by a differential equation that is linear in the visco-
elastic variables – even though it was designed to be applied to
ﬁnite deformation problems.
The model is often presented by ﬁrst introducing a viscoelastic
over-stress tensor Q deﬁned by the convolution equation
Q ðtÞ ¼
Z t
1
exp
ðt  sÞ
s
 
d
ds
SeðsÞð Þdt: ð4:1Þ
Here Se ¼ F1Pe is the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor corre-
sponding to Pe and s is the viscoelastic relaxation time. Differenti-
ating (4.1) yields an evolution equation for Q :
_Q ðtÞ ¼ 1
s
Q ðtÞ þ _SeðtÞ: ð4:2Þ
Quiescent initial conditions correspond to setting Q ð0Þ ¼ 0. Note
that the evolution depends linearly on Q . Given Q , we deﬁne a vis-coelastic second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor Sv by Sv ¼ mQ , where
m is a weight parameter describing the strength of the viscoelastic
response. We then deﬁne Pv ¼ FSv . The model can be interpreted
as a ﬁnite deformation analog of the Standard Linear Solid – a spring
in parallel with a Maxwell ﬂuid, itself a spring in series with a
dashpot.
4.2. Nonlinear viscoelastic model
The nonlinear Sidoroff viscoelastic model of Govindjee and
Reese (1997) and Reese and Govindjee (1998a,b) is derived by
assuming a multiplicative split of the deformation gradient
F ¼ FeFv ð4:3Þ
into an elastic part Fe and a viscous part Fv . In addition, we assume
that the total free energy is given as a sum of the elastic energy
WeðCÞ described above and a viscoelastic energy WvðCeÞ which only
depends on the strain associated with the elastic deformation:
Ce ¼ FTe Fe. In the case of isotropy, Wv can also be written as depend-
ing on the elastic left Cauchy–Green tensor be ¼ FeFTe , which yields a
more convenient formulation. We deﬁne WvðbeÞ similarly to We:
Wv ¼ m j4 I
e
3  log Ie3  1
	 
þ l
2
ð1 sÞ Ie1  log Ie3  3
	 

þl
2
s Ie2  2 log Ie3  3
	 

; ð4:4Þ
where Ie1; I
e
2; I
e
e are the invariants of the three-dimensional tensor
b3e ¼ be 00 1
 
. Pv is now given by
Pv ¼2@Wv
@be
beF
T¼ m j
2
ðIe31ÞIþlð1 sÞðbe IÞþlsðIe1beb2e 2IÞ
 
FT:
ð4:5Þ
The model is completed by giving a nonlinear evolution equation for
be:
_be ¼ ‘be þ be‘T  2VðseÞbe; ð4:6Þ
where
‘ ¼ _FF1;
se ¼ 2 @Wv
@be
be;
VðseÞ ¼ C1 se  12 ðtr seÞI
 
þ C2 12 ðtr seÞI; C1;C2 > 0:
ð4:7Þ
Quiescent initial condition now correspond to beð0Þ ¼ I, which is
consistent with the elastic part of the deformation gradient being
the identity at time zero. As with the Simo-model, this model can
also be interpreted as a ﬁnite deformation analog of the Standard
Linear Solid.
Reese and Govindjee (1998b) have proved that the Clausius–
Duhem inequality is satisﬁed for their nonlinear viscoelastic
model:
1
2
S : _C _Wtotal P 0; ð4:8Þ
but noted that it is unknown whether the linear viscoelastic model
of Simo (1987) satisﬁes this inequality for any appropriate free
energy function.
4.3. Steady state spinning of a viscoelastic body
We now derive steady spinning conditions for the viscoelastic
variables Q and be. Recall that steady spinning motion of an elastic
body is given by
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mðX; tÞ ¼ mðRðtÞX;0Þ: ð4:9Þ
The same relationship should hold for any scalar, vector, or tensor
quantity deﬁned on the deformed conﬁguration; in particular it
should hold for the left Cauchy–Green deformation tensor
b ¼ FFT. Since be is analogous to b, we require be to satisfy
beðX; tÞ ¼ beðRX;0Þ; ð4:10Þ
where we omit t in the notation for RðtÞ in this section. The relation-
ship for other quantities can be determined by using F to push them
onto the deformed conﬁguration. We compute from (4.9) that F
satisﬁes
FðX; tÞ ¼ FðRX;0ÞR: ð4:11Þ
Using this and the integral deﬁnition of Q in (4.1), we ﬁnd that Q
satisﬁes
RQ ðX; tÞRT ¼ Q ðRX;0Þ: ð4:12Þ
We then deﬁne the transformed variableseQ ðeX ; tÞ ¼ RQ ðX; tÞRT;fbeðeX ; tÞ ¼ beðX; tÞ: ð4:13Þ
A computation shows that they evolve as
_eQ ¼ 1
s
eQ ðtÞ þ e_SeðtÞ þX eQ  eQX eD eQXeX ;
_ebe ¼ e‘ebe þ ebee‘T  2VðeseÞebe  eDfbeXeX ; ð4:14Þ
where e_SeðeX ; tÞ ¼ R _SeðX; tÞRT may be computed viae_Se ¼ _eSe XeSe þ eSeXþ eDeSeXeX :
See Potter (2013, Section 3.3) for more details. Again, we now drop
the superposed tildes and will only refer to the transformed vari-
ables below, with _Se referring to
e_Se. The weak formulations of the
equations of motion for / and m becomeZ
B
_/  f ¼
Z
B
ðm  FXXÞ  f;Z
B
_m  g ¼
Z
B
 1
qR
Ptotal : Dg DmXX  g:
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Fig. 10. The top plot shows the radial displacement on the edge of the body for an exp
difference between the models, which is several orders of magnitude smaller than the dThe only difference from (2.17) is that Pe is replaced with Ptotal. This
is then coupled with either the linear viscoelastic modelZ
B
_Q : K ¼
Z
B
1
s
Q ðtÞ þ _SeðtÞ þXQ  QX DQXX
 
: K ð4:16Þ
or the nonlinear viscoelastic modelZ
B
_be : K ¼
Z
B
‘be þ be‘T  2VðseÞbe  DbeXX
	 

: K: ð4:17Þ
Here K is an arbitrary symmetric tensor-valued test function in
H1; _Q and _be are in the dual of this space, and Q and be are sym-
metric tensor-valued L2 functions. The convective terms could be
integrated by parts to transfer the derivative to K, however we
implement it in the code as written. As before, a rigorous well-
posedness theory in these spaces is lacking, but the projected
dynamics on ﬁnite element spaces is well-deﬁned. For later use,
we deﬁne G^vq; G^vb to be the discretized differential operators corre-
sponding to the linear, Simo, and nonlinear, Sidoroff, viscoelastic
models, respectively. We will write zvq for the triple ð/; m; Q Þ
and zvb for ð/; m; beÞ.
The structure of G^vb is similar in form to that of LeTallec and
Rahier (1994), who also utilized a Sidoroff viscoelastic model in
their spinning study. However the structure of G^vq differs from
other rolling studies that use convolution based models (Oden
and Lin, 1986; Faria et al., 1992; Govindjee and Mihalic, 1998). In
particular, we treat Q as an independent ﬁeld variable. While this
increases the number of global unknowns, it avoids well-known
issues associated with the accurate computation of Q at the Gauss
points in a ﬁnite element computation as well as with the accurate
computation of DG^vq; see for example Govindjee and Mihalic
(1998) and Nasdala et al. (1998).
5. Perturbations of the viscoelastic models
We repeat the experiments of Section 3 with the viscoelastic
models. The numerical framework changes very little. We model
the viscoelastic variables using the same ﬁnite element framework
and apply Newton’s method to solve G^vq ¼ 0 or G^vb ¼ 0 to obtain a
stationary solution. This involves determining the steady-state val-
ues of Q or be in addition to / and m. In some contexts, notably for
incompressible problems involving pressure as a Lagrange multi-.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1
nd diﬀerence between models
.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1
seconds)
anding initial state for the two viscoelasticity models. The bottom plot shows the
isplacement. As a result, only a single curve can be seen in the top panel.
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Fig. 11. The top plot shows the vertical displacements on the rightmost edge of the body for a twisting initial state. The bottom plot shows the difference between the models.
This difference is small enough that only a single curve can be seen in the top plot.
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fewer derivatives. However, Q and be are dynamic variables with
time-derivatives explicitly given in the equations of motion, so
we do not expect inf–sup type restrictions on the choice of ele-
ments. In practice, we do not encounter numerical difﬁculties
using quartic elements for all variables.
The values of the viscoelastic parameters are taken to be m ¼ 1
and s ¼ 0:01 seconds. We choose the constants C1 and C2 to be
1=ð2jsÞ and 1=ð2lsÞ, respectively, in order to match the relaxation
responses of the Simo and Sidoroff viscoelastic models at small to
modest deformations. To illustrate the quality of the match
obtained with our parameter selection heuristics, in Figs. 10 and
11 we compare the models’ transient relaxation response to initial
conditions that excite compression and shear modes, respectively.
These initial conditions both have zero initial deformation and qui-
escent viscoelastic variables, but have an initial velocity that is zero
on the hub and increases as one moves away from the hub. For the
shear case we specify a clockwise velocity and in the compression
case we specify an outward velocity. The differences in the relaxa-
tion behavior are seen to be quite minor. Thus, superﬁcially, both
models are Standard Linear Solid models with similar short and
long time stiffnesses as well as relaxation times.
5.1. Results: steady viscoelastic spinning
We begin by considering the linear viscoelastic model – the
Simo model. As with the elastic case, we ﬁnd a single radially sym-
metric solution zvqx for any body speed x. We compute the eigen-
values of the operator G^vq½zvqx , which we plot in Fig. 12.
A major difference between the eigenvalues in the elastic case
(as in Fig. 3), is that the Hamiltonian structure is destroyed and
we no longer expect purely imaginary eigenvalues. In fact, all of
the eigenvalues we observe have a real component. Moreover,
there were no eigenvalues passing through 0, and the matrix
G^vq½zvqx  always remains non-singular. Thus we ﬁnd no bifurcation
speeds that lead to other steady state solutions. Yet there is still
an event analogous to the critical bifurcation speed xc where the
imaginary parts of many eigenvalues approach 0, causing them
to replace pure decay modes (with zero imaginary part) in the list
of the 10 smallest eigenvalues. We will call this speedxvqc , which is
approximately 285 rad/s.We plot a set of the smallest magnitude eigenvalues in Fig. 13,
and obtain a very similar picture to Fig. 4, with the addition of a
real component. We observe that there are eigenvalues of G^vq½zvqx 
which have a structure analogous to the ki of the elastic case. We
will denote these eigenvalues kvqi ðxÞ. By ‘‘analogous’’, we mean
that the imaginary parts of the kvqi form Xs and the corresponding
eigenfunction, denoted evqi , has a similar structure to the ei. We
will call xvqi the speed at which Imfkvqi ðxÞg ¼ 0. However, the
xvqi are not bifurcation speeds, since the k
vq
i have a non-zero real
component. We will refer to them as pseudo-bifurcation speeds.
As in the elastic case of Section 3.3, we also observe eigenvalues
kvqi;j and eigenfunctions e
vq
i;j that correspond to the second hierarchy
of standing waves, i.e. this second hierarchy of eigenfunctions per-
sists in the viscoelastic case.
When we examine the nonlinear viscoelastic model (the Sidor-
off model), we see similar results. Speciﬁcally, the eigenvalues kvbi
(with corresponding eigenfunctions denoted evbi ) have a real com-
ponent; G^vb remains non-singular; there is critical speed xvbc (near
290 rad/s); and the eigenfunctions outside of Oden and Lin’s i-peak
hierarchy remain. Fig. 14 shows the trajectories of the kvbi when x
is varied. Notice, however, that there is one major difference
between the linear and nonlinear models: the real parts of the
kvqi steadily increase as x increases while the real parts of the k
vb
i
remain level (see Figs. 13 and 14). We investigate this crucial dif-
ference in the next section.
6. Stability of the viscoelastic models
For large enough x we observe from Fig. 13 that kvq3 has a posi-
tive real part, which indicates an unstable mode of the stationary
solution for the linear viscoelastic model. To examine further, we
perturb the stationary solution corresponding to rotational speed
xvq3  461 rad/s in the direction Refevq3 g and allow the body to
evolve in time according to the nonlinear dynamics with this initial
conﬁguration using a 5th or 8th order Runge–Kutta time-stepping
scheme (Dormand and Prince, 1989; Hairer et al., 2000). The cost of
quartic ﬁnite elements and high-order Runge–Kutta methods is
compensated by larger stability regions and higher accuracy per
gridpoint and timestep. Choosing the real part of the eigenvector
for the perturbation keeps the calculation real, and boils down to
selecting an arbitrary phase in the oscillatory part of the linearized
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Fig. 12. (Simo-class model) Plots of the smallest eigenvalues of G^vq½zvqx . Here xvqc is near 285 rad/s.
Fig. 13. (Simo-class model) Real and imaginary components of the kvqi . The leftmost X corresponds to k
vq
12 while the rightmost X corresponds to k
vq
3 .
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seed the nonlinear evolution with an unstable linearized mode,
so the phase is unimportant. Counter to the common intuition sur-
rounding viscoelastic response, we observe that the system expo-
nentially gains energy to the point that our numerical time-
stepper returned NaNs. We observe the same phenomenon with
any initial condition evolved at rotation speeds greater than
approximately 420 rad/s.
Fig. 15 shows the exponential increase in elastic energy with
time. To ensure that this non-physical behavior of the linear visco-elastic model was not caused by any numerical issues, Fig. 15
shows the energy versus time curves for several mesh sizes and
for two different time-step sizes. The results indicate that the
model response has been fully resolved and, thus, that the instabil-
ity is intrinsic to the model. We also repeated the experiment with
the elastic model and nonlinear viscoelastic models using analo-
gous initial conditions: zx was perturbed in the direction Refe3g
with speed x ¼ 470 rad/s  x3 for the elastic model and zvbx was
perturbed in the direction Refevb3 g with speed x ¼ 547 rad/s
 xvb3 for the nonlinear viscoelastic model. Figs. 16 and 17 show
Fig. 14. (Sidoroff-class model) Real and imaginary components of the kvbi . The leftmost X corresponds to k
vb
12 while the rightmost X corresponds to k
vb
3 .
Fig. 15. The upper plot shows the elastic energy for the steady state solution of the Simo-class viscoelastic model perturbed in the direction of Refevq3 g. We repeat the
calculation for three mesh sizes. The discrepancy between the ﬁner meshes is barely visible on the plot. The lower plot shows the difference when halving the time step for
the ﬁnest mesh; note the scale.
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tic model, the simulations show no exponential increase of the
energy or other signs of instability. These results provide strong
evidence that it is the linear viscoelastic model itself that causes
the non-physical exponential increase in energy. For a large range
of viscoelastic parameters, we observed blow up in the linear
Simo-model, but never in the nonlinear Sidoroff-model. For the
same range of parameters we also always observed that the real
part of the kvqi increases nearly linearly with the rotational speed(see Fig. 13), which suggests that no matter what parameters we
choose, the evqi become unstable at high enough rotational speeds.
In contrast, if we look closely at the kvbi , we see that their real parts
decrease asx increases, suggesting that the evbi always remain sta-
ble; see Fig. 18.
The instability of the linear viscoelastic Simo-model is perhaps
not surprising considering that the evolution operator is linear in
the viscoelastic variables but is applied in a ﬁnite deformation set-
ting. It is expected to work well for small deformations, but not so
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Fig. 16. Elastic energy for the steady-state solution of the elastic model perturbed in the direction of Refe3g. Unlike the Simo-class viscoelastic case, the elastic energy does
not increase.
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Fig. 17. Elastic energy for the analogous spinning initial condition as in Fig. 15, but using the Sidoroff-class model of viscoelasticity perturbed in the direction Refevb3 g. Unlike
the Simo-class viscoelastic model case, the elastic energy does not increase, on average.
Fig. 18. (Sidoroff-class model) Real components of the kvbi .
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tant. This is exactly what we observe: at small rotation speeds,
when there is less deformation, the linear viscoelastic model
behaves as one expects, i.e. in a dissipative manner. However, at
high rotation speeds and large deformations the linear viscoelastic
model behaves non-physically. The nonlinear viscoelastic Sidoroff-
model does not suffer from these problems since it properly takes
into account large deformations while explicitly satisfying the
Clausius–Duhem inequality.
7. Conclusions
We have presented a formulation of the axisymmetric spinning
body suitable for both steady as well as transient behavior. In thehyperelastic steady setting, we have elucidated a more complex
hierarchy of bifurcation modes than have been discussed in the lit-
erature to date. This was achieved by a careful examination of the
smallest magnitude eigenvalues of the linearized evolution opera-
tor. This same formulation was also extended to the ﬁnite defor-
mation viscoelastic setting. In this setting we have identiﬁed
pseudo-bifurcation modes that can be associated to a discrete set
of critical frequencies. By perturbing the system from an axisym-
metric state in the direction of a linearly unstable pseudo-bifurca-
tion mode and then (nonlinearly) following the system in time, we
have been able to show that the Simo-class of models for (linear)
ﬁnite viscoelasticity lead to exponential growth in elastic energy
in time. Thus such models are seen to be unstable, counter to intu-
ition about convolution type models with fading memory. On the
S. Govindjee et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 51 (2014) 3589–3603 3603other hand, a similar analysis using a (purely) hyperelastic model
is fully stable, as is a similar analysis using a Sidoroff-class model,
which is necessarily thermodynamically stable. This points to the
general conclusion that it is not prudent to utilize linear ﬁnite vis-
coelastic models of the Simo-class. In particular, in tire analyses in
which a steady spinning state is perturbed to obtain a transient
evolution, non-physical unstable computations are clearly possi-
ble. This undesirable situation can be rectiﬁed by using nonlinear
ﬁnite viscoelastic models that provably satisfy the second law of
thermodynamics.
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